
 

 
BRO. GARY MARCINOWSKI 

50 years of profession 

 
My place in life’s unfolding.  

July 7
th 

another day of violence and confusion in our country  

At 50 years professed and age 74, I find myself reflecting on time passing.   

I spend more time admiring clouds and the beautiful blue sky forming the wonders of 

creation and the marvels of the universe.  

As my tenure ends at the University of Dayton, will I focus on removing the ‘thy’ from the Lords 

Prayer for ‘your’? or on reducing violence and the impacts of the second amendment.  

I’m drawn back to childhood memories in Edinboro, Pennsylvania.  

Pondering death and spiritual ideas with my grandmother by the flickering light of the 

kerosene stove.  

And also her literally dragging my protesting first-grade self to school with me screaming, 

“I’ll be there the rest of my life”!. My prophecy proved true.  

My artistic journey started with noticing transcendent images: walking through rows of wet 

sheets hanging on the backyard lines viewing a myriad of apple blossoms on the hundred-year 

old trees out my bedroom window  

In high school woodshop classes, I thought about teaching as a higher calling.  

I found solitude in building cabinets in my dad’s shop in the barn behind our house 

(especially when he wasn’t there)  

Designing and building marionettes for a creative summer theater I discovered a community of 

artists and the cultural richness of Janosik of the Tatra mountains -a Polish robin hood! … I’m 

grateful for director Margaret Vincent’s -she mentored by Phil Hoelle SM encouragement that led 

me to the daring knock of inquiry at the door of the St. Joe’s Cleveland community.  I was more 

willing to risk “being there the rest of my life”!  



During my first teaching assignment decade at Purcell HS in Cincinnati, the passionate call to 

design and build furniture re-enkindled. I’m deeply grateful for the Marianist support for 

developing my abilities through a BFA at Boston University with this focus – I still marvel at the 

process of producing a piece of work as an autonomous creation –from design concept to a 

finished piece.  

The 1977 renovations of the novitiate chapel brought me to the Mount St. John studio and 

novitiate community -and subsequent making and contributing to liturgical design for many 

Marianist communities and church commissions (including two bishop crosiers).  After 25 years, 

the desire to enter school doors surprisingly arose again – this time for University teaching.  I was 

given time to pursue a MFA from Rhode Island School of Design, and in1993 was hired by the 

University of Dayton to teach in the Department of Art and Design.  

 

Reflections on death and the mystery of the flickering light have continued to today.  After the 

death of community member, Tony Perfetto, I started a series of pieces that contemplate death (I 

believe they represent my strongest personal work).  These continue my MFA research and draw 

on explorations of three-dimensional personal icons developed from traditional Russian icons 

and the Russian Avant Guard.  

  

DDN May 13,1995 – read to me by Tony Perfetto  

LIBRA: You discover that there is no easy answer to a recurring problem.  

Tackle it from another angle.  

MGM journal  

I still wonder about the questions of death.  

The past two years have been rewarding. I was honored to be the principle designer and 

collaborator for the Martin Luther King Memorial and to lead the process and design of the 

principle liturgical furnishings for the newly renovated UD chapel.  

This summer I’m adding gold leaf to the new novitiate tabernacle door.  

I continue to thank the Marianist world, my parents, brother and friends for support and 

life’s encouragement.  

Clouds as life’s unfolding walking 

through wet wind blown sheets…  

MGM, 7.15.16  

M Gary Marcinowski SM  
 


